7 Accused Of Conspiracy

By Linda Aptman
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Eight persons - six of whom students - were indicted yesterday by Federal Grand Jury on charges of conspiracy and protest of conscription.

The Grand Jury indictment charged that the eight persons, known at this point as "persons A through H," had conspired to violate the Selective Service Act.

The charges include that the "persons A through H," in violation of K.S.S. Act, conspired to violate the Selective Service Act of 1940.

At 5:30 p.m., at the United States Courthouse, the eight accused were brought through to the Federal Courtroom.

Six of the eight were reporters for the University of Iowa Daily lowan. One (person H) was an unidentified student.

The accused were: Paul E. Rutten, a senior majoring in English; Richard O. Lenz, a junior majoring in Business Administration; Martin F. Kimball, a junior majoring in Political Science; Dennis H. Kiefax, a sophomore majoring in History; Dennis J. Heaton, a junior majoring in History; and Robert W. Barr, a junior majoring in Chemistry.

The indictment states that the eight accompanied nine other students to the March 15 rally against the draft in grand jury.

The indictment further states that the eight accused were charged with the "personal and individual participation in the conspiracy."
Texas Tech newspaper sees confusion of values in new derogatory proposal

According to the proposed policy, special attention will be given to those who "suggest ways to undermine the current political climate in Texas Tech." The highest level of violation will be a 10-day suspension from campus life. This includes the possibility of "lightening the office and any activities that devalue the use of that name in the community." Other violations could result in a lifetime ban.

Such perverted use of language can only undermine the values that the campus community is supposed to uphold. It is disturbing to see that the administration is not doing enough to address the issues at hand.
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